CAUTION! Teen Brain: Extensive Remodeling

CORTEX: Acts as the “CEO” of the brain; the decision maker for other systems
LIMBIC SYSTEM: The emotional center of the brain; houses the amygdala which
connects sensory information to emotional responses; houses the “reward center” of the
brain (teens need more risk to feel the same “rush” as adults do)
BRAINSTEM: In charge of functions that are needed to stay alive
CEREBELLUM: Helps in physical coordination, processing mental tasks, higher thought
CORPUS CALLOSUM: acts as the communication system between the 2 hemispheres of
the brain (gradually thickens with development/maturity)
Pruning: A process in which the brain cells and neural connections that get used the least
get pruned away and die off and those that get used the most get stronger; this remodeling
of the brain starts around the tween/teen years and continues into the midtwenties (Use it
or Lose it)
Myelination: Insulates the brain’s communication highways and boosts transmission
speed between neurons; upgrades the wiring but makes it harder to change
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Downstairs Brain
● Reactive: Fight, flight or freeze
● Alerts us to perceived threat (may lead to overreacting)
● Source of emotions
● Source of basic survival functions: breathing, temperature regulation
● Comprised of the brainstem and limbic system
● Sometimes called our “reptile” brain
Upstairs Brain
●
●
●
●
●
●

Decisionmaker and problemsolver
Emotion regulator
Source of empathy and selfunderstanding
Good at considering consequences
Continues to develop until mid20s!
Comprised of the cerebral cortex
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